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During the first decades of the 19th century a Lagrangian school emerged in the Netherlands. Unlike
its counterpart in France, it did not follow Cauchy, but rather continued to build on what were considered
to be elementary algebraic principles. The inspiration was taken from the theory of finite differences.
Since the mathematical e´lite in the Netherlands was mainly interested in applications to physics,
rigorizing calculus was a field of interest more or less restricted to engineers and schoolteachers. This
group reasoned from a very practical background and developed its own ideas on rigor, in which
conceptual clarity was much more important than precision in proof. Jacob de Gelder (1765–1848)
brought these foundations of calculus to the university. This specific Lagrangian school thus set the
scene for Dutch analysis until the 1840s. In this paper, I will seek an explanation for this situation
in institutional and cultural differences and will sketch these events together with their 18th-century
origins. C° 1999 Academic Press
Gedurende de eerste decennia van de negentiende eeuw bestond er in Nederland een Lagrangiaanse
school. Deze school zocht de fundamenten van de analyse in de—onder ingenieurs veel gebruikte—
theorie der eindige verschillen. Met deze keus week zij af van wat er in de rest van Europa op dit
gebied gangbaar was, en maakte zij een rotsvast vertrouwen kenbaar in de algemene geldigheid van
algebraı¨sch rekenwerk. Aangezien de universitaire wiskundigen in Nederland zich hoofdzakelijk voor
fysica interesseerden, waren het alleen ingenieurs en schoolmeesters die zich om de fundamenten
van de differentiaal- en integraalrekening bekommerden. Deze groep mensen ontwikkelde haar eigen
ideee¨n omtrent goede bewijsvoering: met name moesten de wiskundige begrippen waarmee gewerkt
werd zinvolle en herkenbare abstracties uit de beroepspraktijk zijn. Logische gevolgtrekkingen werden
deels in de begrippen verstopt; aandacht daarvoor werd als filosofisch obscurantisme beschouwd. Jacob
de Gelder (1765–1848) bracht deze opvattingen over wiskundige bewijsvoering naar de universiteit en
zette daarmee de toon voor de Nederlandse analyse tot in de 1840’er jaren. In dit artikel worden deze
situatie en haar voorgeschiedenis geschetst en in een culturele context geplaatst. C° 1999 Academic Press
MSC 1991 subject classifications: 01A50, 01A55.
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INTRODUCTION
In 1797, Joseph Louis Lagrange published his The´orie des fonctions analytiques [56]. In
this work, he tried to free the calculus from metaphysical arguments by using the coefficient
of h in the power series expansion for f (x C h) as the definition of f 0(x). Nowadays this
work is regarded as the first serious attempt to provide rigorous foundations for the calculus
[37, 18–37]. Lagrange explicitly tried to reduce the calculus to algebra; in the eyes of the
continental mathematicians, clear and general algebraic reckoning was the most obvious
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means of providing solid foundations [38]. Dutch mathematicians also highly valued his
work.
In this paper, I will discuss Dutch attempts in the early 19th century to establish a rigorous
foundation for the calculus. It will become clear that although the work of Lagrange inspired
these attempts, Dutch mathematicians changed some basic features in Lagrange’s work in
order to satisfy their own ideas about rigor. First, I will briefly sketch the European scene,
to serve as a background for the Dutch side of the story.
FOUNDATIONS OF CALCULUS DURING THE 18TH CENTURY
During the 18th century, analysis was greatly expanded, both in the continental
Leibnizian and in the Anglo-Saxon Newtonian tradition. Analysis was mainly used to
predict mechanical behaviour of objects. Experimental results offered a means of verifying
the analytical theorems used, so no real interest in the (shaky) foundations of analysis was
needed [41, 302–346]. Debates on the foundations of calculus did take place, but were only
seldom initiated by mathematicians, and rarely took much of their attention [16].
Lagrange was among the first to recognize the problems which involved the certainty of
the calculus. Through his 1784 Berlin prize competition, he tried to get the mathematical
community to pay some attention to foundational problems. After a few years, however, he
became quite dissatisfied with the solutions that had been offered. He started working on
a new approach to the calculus, inspired by attempts to estimate the remainder term of a
Taylor series [37; 38].
Lagrange based his work on the assumption that any continuous (in modern terms,
differentiable) function f (x) could be written as f (x C i)D f (x)C P ¢ i , where P was
a function of x and i .1 Since under this assumption f (x C i)¡ f (x)D P ¢ i , it could be
concluded that f (x C i)¡ f (x)i existed, and so would take some value p (depending only on x)
for i D 0. In turn, p(x C i) could be written as p(x)C Q ¢ i . Repeating the argument resulted
in something that very much resembled the well-known Taylor series f (x C i)D f (x)C
p ¢ i C q ¢ i2 C ¢ ¢ ¢. He called the coefficient of i in this expansion f 0(x).
As an illustration Lagrange calculated some of these derivatives. The derivative of
f (x)D xm was m ¢ xm¡1, since (x C i)m D xm Cmxm¡1i C ¢ ¢ ¢ C im . In this way, constantly
referring to his definition, Lagrange calculated derivatives for f (x)D log x; f (x)D ax , and
proved that (c f (x))0 D c f 0(x), and ( f (x)C g(x))0 D f 0(x)C g0(x) [20, 48–57]. To find the
derivative of f (x)D sin x , Lagrange used the complex form of the trigonometric functions
[56, 39].
Lagrangian traditions developed in France [40, 195–219], in Germany [70, 367], and
eventually even in England [68]. What seemed to unite mathematicians in these countries
was their conviction that algebra could provide the true foundations for the calculus. The
faith in power series as a defining property for the derivative vanished soon after the death
of Lagrange in 1813. Augustin-Louis Cauchy is nowadays seen as the first to find a rigorous
foundation for the calculus. Inspired by the work of Lagrange [37, 64–69], Cauchy became
more cautious in treating series and began to ask under which circumstances the use of
complex variables or functions was allowed [39, 24–35]. But already before Cauchy’s
major breakthrough [37] in 1823, mathematicians had begun to question the meaning of a
power series representation which did not represent the function on its entire domain.
1 Lagrange used i for the (real) increment where we would use h or 1x .
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Further theories were developed in the late 18th and early 19th centuries. Most noteworthy
was the work in Portugal by Anasta´cio da Cunha [11; 29], and in Germany by Martin Ohm
[50]. Although Dutch trade relations with both countries were quite extensive, I know of
no influence of either mathematician on Dutch mathematical thought.
DUTCH FOUNDATIONS OF THE CALCULUS IN THE 18TH CENTURY
The Dutch, being a small trading nation, traditionally spoke many languages, which
allowed them to keep track of the work of foreign mathematicians. French and German
were the most common second languages until well into the 20th century, but translators
for all other European languages could always be found.
Dutch publications in the field of calculus during the 18th century were chiefly student
textbooks. The internationally renowned physicists, Willem Jacob ’s Gravesande (1688–
1742) and Petrus van Musschenbroek (1692–1761), treated the calculus in the style of their
intellectual guide, Newton. Perhaps their status influenced Dutch analysis in the second half
of the 18th century. Many university mathematicians in this period preferred the British way
of treating the calculus, instead of using the Leibnizian infinitesimals of their continental
colleagues. Johannes A. Fas (1742–1817), who taught mathematics at Leyden University,
published the most influential textbook on the fluxional calculus [26]. Fas was of the opinion
that Maclaurin had largely solved the foundational problems in his Treatise of Fluxions.
Besides, he thought that physical results were far too valuable to spend much time on
analysis, which he considered a tool; his textbook largely followed Maclaurin.
For historical reasons, teachers of engineers mostly worked in close contact with uni-
versity professors or held a position at a university themselves [80]. These people largely
followed Fas: for example, Arnoldus B. Strabbe (1740–1805) [76], Jacob Florijn (1751–
1818) [27], and Pybo Steenstra (ca. 1730–1788) [75, 165–207], all important mathematics
teachers at the time, preferred the method of fluxions.
The only calculus textbook that did not make use of fluxions was published by the
Utrecht professor Johan F. Hennert (1733–1813), a student of Euler. Following his teacher,
Hennert assigned a numerical value to a (differential) quotient 00 , observing that a ¢0D b ¢0
for all (finite) a and b [46, Part III] (about Hennert, see [19]). In some of Hennert’s papers
published in the journal of the Society of Sciences in Holland (Hollandsche Maatschappij der
Weetenschappen) the formulae used Leibnizian notation, but the text spoke of fluxions [43;
44]. The fact that the Society was not bothered by the mixing of the fluxional and algebraic
notations illustrates that many people were not really interested in these foundational issues.
Most professors in the mathematical sciences were mainly interested in physics. Nicholas
Ypey (1714–1785), professor at Franeker, wrote largely on fortress-building (for example,
[83; 85]). His most noteworthy mathematical textbook was on conic sections [84]. A.
Brugmans (1732–1789) published nothing at all in the field of mathematics; his main
interest was in magnetism. Similar remarks could be made about the Leyden professor J.
Lulofs (1711–1768), the Groningen professor N. Engelhardt (y 1765), and others [17, 74].
Also, Hennert’s main interest was not in fundamental issues, but in the use of mathematical
theory in physics (see, for example, [44; 45; 47]). Only the Amsterdam professor Johannes
H. van Swinden (1746–1823) showed some concern for strictness of proofs in his paper
[77], but practically all his other work was in physics as well.
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There was, however, another group devoting its talents to mathematics. By 1778 a grow-
ing group of engineers and schoolteachers had gained a sufficient level of self-assurance
to found the Dutch Mathematical Society. In the early years, it was under the somewhat
authoritative control of Strabbe [6], who probably decreed that the Society’s magazines
should all opt for the fluxional approach. Strabbe’s own calculus textbook [76] was also
published by the Society. But soon after he disappeared from the board in 1804, Leibnizian
symbols began to appear in the Society’s journals.
Engineers and schoolteachers were interested in applications, and already in the 18th
century they had developed a special interest in approximation by power series. This can
be seen in the work published by the surveyor Dirk Klinkenberg (1709–1799) [52; 53].
Although he only treated some approximations for … and logarithms of numbers not printed
in the tables, his work stressed the importance of convergence criteria. Willem O. Reitz
(1702–1768), rector of the Latin school in Middelburg with a passion for mathematics, also
wrote a paper [67] about approximations for logarithms of numbers not printed in the tables.
He gave some general formulae based on the Taylor series expansion of log x and advice
for the use of the formulae. Smart choice of parameters would guarantee “a quick descent,”
so that the rest of the series would not have to be taken into account. This way of speaking
was quite common among engineers at the time.
From these calculations with series, an interest in fundamental calculus emerged which
made this group of engineers and teachers very susceptible to Lagrange’s approach, although
they made no innovative contributions—indeed, in the case of the teacher, Jacob Oostwoud
(1714–1784) (in [63, 395–401]), we might wonder if we may even speak of reasoning.
During the second half of the 18th century, a growing group became acquainted with the
ideas of foreign mathematicians. For instance, a Dutch translation of the influential textbook
by Christiaan Wolff appeared [82] and the Amsterdam bookkeeper–mathematician Adolph
Marci (y 1774) developed an interest in Euler’s work. In an elementary paper2 [61] inspired
by Euler’s [25], Marci stated his concern about the lack of exactitude in calculus and of-
fered an alternative for the summation of any series of the form
P1
nD1 P(n)=an (in modern
notation) for a constant a and a polynomial P(n). His proofs, however, consisted of the calcu-
lation of numerous examples. He multiplied a series of the form 1=dC1=d2C1=d3C ¢ ¢ ¢ by
1¡1=d, obtaining 1=d, so the sum of the series could be nothing else than 1=(d¡1). By smart
choices for the multiplicand, every polynomial of degree n in the numerator of the series
could be reduced to a polynomial of degree n¡ 1. He calculated examples up to degree 6.
For Marci as a bookkeeper, the trust in (results from) calculation was more or less self-
evident. Marci himself stated that arithmetic and algebra were the most privileged sciences,
in a sentence which expressed his zeal for rigor:
This exclusive PRIVILEGE resides in the INFALLIBILITY in its conclusions according to arithmetical calcu-
lations, not mixed with any artfulness, but simply following the nature of numbers. Indeed, who of us
mortals could be so impertinent as to contradict the fact that 7 and 9 make 16, no more and no less?3
2 In fact, the paper appeared under his initials, but in [62, 8] he revealed his authorship.
3 Quoted from [62, 5]: “Dit uitmuntend VOORRECHT bestaat dan nu in de ONFEILBAARHEID van derzelver besluiten
nopens telkunstige Uitcyfferingen, met geene kunstige vindingen vermengd, maar slegts den Leidsdraad der Natuur
van de Cyfferkunde eenvoudiglyk navolgende. Want wie der Stervelingen op Aarde zoude wel zo vermetel kunnen
zyn, van te willen tegenspreken, dat 7 en 9 in som geen 16 volstrekt uitmaakten, maar meer ofte minder moeste
weezen?” [Typesetting as in the original]
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DUTCH RECEPTION OF THE WORK BY LAGRANGE
Since some people outside university circles favoured an algebraic approach to the cal-
culus, since some interest in foundational matters existed, and since Dutch mathematicians
read foreign work, it is not surprising that the work of Lagrange was quickly noticed in
the Netherlands. Less than a year after his Fonctions analytiques [56] appeared, Jacob de
Gelder wrote two papers which were clearly inspired by it. De Gelder, who came from a
lower middle-class family, was a schoolteacher with a keen interest in mathematics. He
was acquainted with van Swinden and eventually became professor at Leyden University.
In 1798, however, he was still unknown [13, 275–280].
In the first paper [30], De Gelder proved Newton’s binomial formula.4 He started by
defining
sm :D (1C z)m=n D 1C Az C Bz2 C ¢ ¢ ¢ and tm :D (1C u)m=n D 1C Au C Bu2 C ¢ ¢ ¢ :
After some calculation he obtained
sm¡1 C sm¡2t C ¢ ¢ ¢ C tm¡1
sn¡1 C sn¡2t C ¢ ¢ ¢ C tn¡1 D A C B(z C u)C C(z
2 C zu C u2)C ¢ ¢ ¢ :
Choosing zD u (hence sD t), and multiplying both sides of the latter equation by n
m
sn D
n
m
(1C z), he obtained
sm D n
m
A C n
m
(A C 2B)z C n
m
(2B C 3C)z2 C ¢ ¢ ¢ :
De Gelder compared this last expression term by term with the initial expression in the defi-
nition of sm , thus obtaining the binomial formula. Analogously, he developed the expression
(1C ax C bx2 C cx3 C ¢ ¢ ¢)m=n into a series.
The purpose of De Gelder’s second article [31] was the determination of the power
series for the trigonometric functions. Here, he explicitly referred to Lagrange’s Fonctions
analytiques. He assumed that the power series expansion of sin x was of the form ax C
bx2 C cx3 C dx4 C ex5 C f x6 C ¢ ¢ ¢ on the basis of the same arguments Lagrange had
used to justify the claim that any continuous function could be written as a power series: if
the power series contained terms with a negative exponent, f (x) would not exist for x D 0,
and if there were terms with fractional exponents, f (x) would be multivalued. The constant
term could be left out, since sin 0 D 0. Hence
sin x ¡ sin y D a(x ¡ y)C b(x2 ¡ y2)C c(x3 ¡ y3)C ¢ ¢ ¢ :
Applying standard trigonometry and division by x ¡ y resulted in:
chord(x ¡ y)
x ¡ y ¢ cos
1
2
(x C y) D a C b ¢ (x C y)C c ¢ (x2 C xy C y2)C ¢ ¢ ¢ ;
4 Later he acknowledged that his inspiration had come from a paper of Sewell in the Philosophical Transactions
of 1796 [32, 228, note 106], but since Sewell had paid no attention to foundational matters, De Gelder must also
have taken inspiration from Lagrange.
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where chord(x ¡ y) D 2 sin 12 (x ¡ y). At this point De Gelder remarked:
... an arc being longer than its chord, the ratio of these two gets closer to the ratio of equality, the smaller
the arc becomes, and at the instant of the arc’s disappearance it will become the ratio of equality itself;
so chord x D x , if x D 0; the same thing takes place for the arc and its sine; sin x D x , if x is, or becomes,
equal to zero.5
He called this an elementary theorem, present in many geometry books (I will return to
this topic later). It allowed De Gelder to choose x D y in the above formula, thus obtaining
cos x D a C 2bx C 3cx2 C 4dx3 C ¢ ¢ ¢ :
Since cos 0 D 1, De Gelder knew that aD 1. But since he had found a series for cos x , he
could apply the same trick to cos x ¡ cos y, hence
cos x ¡ cos y
x ¡ y D ¡2b(x ¡ y)¡ 3c(x
2 ¡ y2)¡ 4d(x3 ¡ y3)¡ ¢ ¢ ¢ :
And since
cos x ¡ cos y D 2 ¢ sin 1
2
(x ¡ y) ¢ sin 1
2
(x C y) D chord (x ¡ y) ¢ sin 1
2
(x C y);
proceeding as above he found
sin x D ¡2b ¡ 2 ¢ 3 ¢ cx ¡ 3 ¢ 4 ¢ dx2 ¡ 4 ¢ 5 ¢ ex3 ¡ ¢ ¢ ¢ :
Pairwise comparison of both series for sin x revealed all coefficients.
De Gelder stated explicitly that he was trying to obtain more rigor in the proof for the
sin x series than Lagrange had achieved. He thought that Lagrange had made his proof
insufficiently convincing by using the expression for sin x in terms of complex numbers:
thus De Gelder found his own proof preferable to Lagrange’s, since it was based on simpler
algebraic principles [31, 241–242].
In 1810, Pieter Curten (1767–1840) published a treatise [22] in the same journal. Curten
was a well-to-do merchant in Rotterdam, who—very much like De Gelder—following the
ideal of his days, took time to acquire scientific knowledge. He explicitly stated that he was
inspired by De Gelder’s 1798 papers. Like Lagrange, he assumed that every function z(x)
could be written as axfiCbxflCcx° C¢ ¢ ¢. For every function z(x), he then abruptly defined
what he called the exponential [“exponentaal”] e(z) of the function as
e(z(x)) :D fiaxfi C flbxfl C ° cx° C ¢ ¢ ¢ :
In fact, Curten’s e was what we would call an operator. He derived some properties of this
exponential (in which the calculus rules were already recognizable) and was then faced
5 Quoted from [31, 242]: “... dat een Cirkelboog langer dan zijne Chorde zijnde, de reden die de eerste tot het
laatste heeft, des te nader tot eene reden van gelijkheid komt, naar evenredigheid de boog kleiner wordt; dus zal
Chorde x D x zijn, als x D 0 wordt; het zelfde heeft ook voor een boog en zijnen Sinus plaats; Sin x D x , als x D 0
is, of wordt.” [Italics as in the original]
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with the problem of showing that it had something to do with the derivative. He did this by
considering a function z(x) and substituting x C a for x . If z D Axfi C Bxfl C Cx° C ¢ ¢ ¢
then Z :D z(xCa) D A(xCa)fiCB(xCa)flCC(xCa)° C¢ ¢ ¢, and after some calculation,
he obtained Z D z C a1z0 C a2z00 C ¢ ¢ ¢ in which z0 D e(z)
x
; z00 D e(z0)
x
, etc. Thus the link to
the ordinary calculus was established.6
In 1823, the same year that Cauchy’s Calcul infinite´simal was published, Jacob de Gelder
published his Beginselen der differentiaal- integraal- en variatierekening [Principles of the
Differential, Integral, and Variational Calculus]. In the meantime, he had become professor
of mathematics at Leyden University and was quite a celebrity. In his textbook he considered
sequences of numbers x : x0; x1; x2; x3; x4; x5; x6; : : :. He calculated the (first) sequence of
differences 1x :
x1 ¡ x0; x2 ¡ x1; x3 ¡ x2; x4 ¡ x3; x5 ¡ x4; x6 ¡ x5; : : : :
In the same way, the second sequence of differences 12x and the nth sequence 1n x could
be calculated. He noted that
1n x0 C1n x1 C1n x2 C ¢ ¢ ¢ C1n xh D 1n¡1xhC1 ¡1n¡1x0;
and, in general, the sum of every h successive numbers in a sequence is the difference of
two numbers in a higher order sequence. These observations led De Gelder to the idea of
the (first) integral sequence6x of x , defined as the sequence for which the first differential
series was x :
6xn D x0 C x1 C x2 C x3 C ¢ ¢ ¢ C xn¡1 C6x0:
To be able to account for the term 6x0, the sequence was thought to be prolonged ad
infinitum to the left by terms x¡1; x¡2; x¡3; : : :. The elements with negative indices were
not really taken into consideration, but allowed thinking about the integral sequences, which,
of course, were determined only up to a given constant. Then (by induction) he proved some
elementary results about these sequences of differences. For example:
xn D x0 C n11x0 C
n(n ¡ 1)
1 ¢ 2 1
2x0 C n(n ¡ 1)(n ¡ 2)1 ¢ 2 ¢ 3 1
3x0 C ¢ ¢ ¢ C n11
n¡1x0 C1n x0:
De Gelder’s observations were a generalization of the approximations that had been used
by Klinkenberg and Reitz in the 18th century. These approximations were extremely useful
for engineers, and for this reason were highly valued by the Dutch Mathematical Soci-
ety and by the Royal Dutch Institute of Sciences (Koninklijk Nederlandsch Instituut van
Weetenschappen, founded in 1806); this may be illustrated by the work of the naval engi-
neer, Jacob Florijn (1751–1818), published by the latter institute [28]. Since De Gelder had
worked as an engineer himself, he presumably knew of this theory, which was known as the
6 Because of the operator Curten introduced one might be inclined to think that he was inspired by the work of
Franc¸ois J. Servois or Louis F. A. Arbogast. The work of the last two, however, was different: Curten introduced
his operator as a foundational tool, but for Servois and Arbogast the operators were objects of mathematical study
(cf. [41, 427–428]).
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theory of finite differences, and which had been synthesized brilliantly by Lacroix. Thus
far, De Gelder’s preparations very much resembled the first chapters of Lacroix’s book even
in the notations [55, Part III]. For De Gelder, the theory of finite differences offered a means
of obtaining rigor in calculus: what could—from his background—be more obvious than
starting from the idea of interpolation of continuous functions?
For any function f (x), he considered the sequence
y1 D f (x); y2 D f (x C1x); y3 D f (x C 21x); y4 D f (x C 31x); : : : :
To this he could apply the theory of differential and integral sequences.
With numerous examples, De Gelder argued that the first element 1y1 D y2 ¡ y1 in the
first differential sequence of any function f (x) always contained a factor 1x (perhaps he
still had the Lagrangian proof in mind). At least, he made this assumption when he defined
the derivative f 0(x) of f (x) as the value of 1y1=1x for 1x equal to zero. After having
calculated several examples to show what he meant by this definition, he stressed that he
was not neglecting an infinite number of terms, because all terms of higher order vanished
for 1x D 0. De Gelder argued:
since we have now acquired a firm grip on the relations between the finite differences and the differentials
we know a priori: that in the transition from differences to differentials, as when 1x becomes zero, the
[higher order] terms disappear from the formula of the differential quotient. Disappearing meaning
actually disappearing, and not, as in an approximation, being neglected since they can be considered too
small to have any effect.7
In what sense was this textbook Lagrangian in style? De Gelder mentioned Lagrange
explicitly as the famous man who founded the calculus firmly, but he stated that he was
going to do it differently, more or less as Euler had done in his Calculus differentialis [34,
20–21, footnote], thereby suggesting a deviation from the Lagrangian path. His textbook,
however, may very well be seen as a further elaboration of the ideas expressed in his
1798 papers which built heavily on Lagrange’s work. Choosing 1x D 0 was exactly what
Lagrange had done while proving the existence of a power series expansion. Just like
Lagrange in 1797, De Gelder was trying to reduce calculus to algebra. In the subtitle to
his book, he promised to treat the calculus without using the notions of “infinitely small,”
“limit,” or “fluxion”—exactly the way Lagrange had put it in the title of his book [56]! So
in a restricted sense De Gelder’s book certainly was Lagrangian in style.
THE DUTCH LAGRANGIAN SCHOOL
The mere existence of a textbook and a number of papers does not justify speaking about
a Lagrangian school. For this purpose, we still have to show that a number of people in
fact took an interest in the new foundations offered. Curten’s and De Gelder’s first papers
prompted little reaction from the leading mathematicians. Only one review of De Gelder’s
papers is known. In it, the (anonymous) reviewer complained:
7 Quoted from [34, 142]: “omdat men nu, na een duidelijk begrip van den zamenhang der differentie¨n en
differentialen verkregen te hebben, a` priori, weet: dat de termen [van hogere orde], bij het overgaan van de
differentie¨n tot de differentialen, als wanneer 1x D 0 wordt, uit de vergelijking der differentieverhouding, als
grootheden, die inderdaad verdwijnen, wegvallen, en in geenen deele, zoo als bij eene benadering plaats heeft, als
te klein zijnde, om in rekening te komen, worden verwaarloosd.”
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Why take all this trouble? What is it good for, in matters which are common knowledge between
mathematicians, to display so much erudition? Since the first topic can easily be derived from the
examination of the laws of successive powers of a binomium, and the other likewise from elementary
principles of the calculus.8
Clearly, the reviewer was not the least interested in foundational matters. To him, math-
ematics was an existing body of knowledge, not something to be questioned. He argued
that the theorem that arc and chord were equal when the arc “became” zero was not an
elementary principle. However, in the most common geometry textbook for the engineers
of the day, the theorem was treated in the course of an explanation of sine tables. It was
stated in the form sin x D x for small x [74, 282–306].
The university mathematicians were not enthusiastic about Lagrange’s foundations. In
1803, the Leyden professor of mathematics and physics, Simon Speyert van der Eyk (1771–
1837), published a small leaflet opposing the new theories. The fact that he thought it nec-
essary to write this pamphlet already indicates that there was something to oppose. Speyert
van der Eyk thought that Lagrange was far too abstract. His own ideas were much more
Leibnizian in character, and he skipped the real foundational problems [72]; nevertheless
his pamphlet received a positive review [2].
Interest in the foundations of mathematics was not common among university professors.
As in the 18th century, the applications were the final goal, and analysis was considered a
tool that students had to learn in order to do physics. Van Swinden, for example, mainly did
physics. His only larger mathematical contribution was a geometry textbook, in which he
opted for a late-18th-century limit-based approach to the calculus [78]. Richard van Rees
(1797–1875) published quite a lot on mathematical subjects in his youth, but spent practi-
cally all of his time on physics once he received his appointment at Utrecht [17, 91]. Some
professors rejected definitions or foundations in mathematics that bore no resemblance to
the physical application whatsoever. The Leyden professor in mathematics and astronomy,
Jan F. van Beeck Calkoen (1772–1811), objected to an extension of the definition of n
factorial to include the product of zero numbers (being equal to 1), because he thought it
was madness to speculate about such a thing, which he vigorously called “un rien, un corps
hors d’espace” [15].9
Although university professors such as van Swinden, Speyert van der Eyk, and J. F. L.
Schro¨der (1774–1845) never accepted De Gelder’s views, they were welcomed by the Math-
ematical Society. De Gelder’s first major mathematics textbook (published in 1806), based
on his papers of 1798 [32, 228–232, 319–331], was admired within the Society. It even
encouraged him to write a sequel, which, however, he never did [81]. De Gelder’s foun-
dations of the calculus are easily recognized in a 1829 algebra textbook by C. Amelse [5].
8
“En waartoe dient zoo veel omslags? waar toe is het noodig, in zulke bij de Wiskundigen algemeen bekende
onderwerpen, zoo veel geleerdheid ten toon te spreiden? Nademaal het eerste onderwerp zeer gemaklijk uit de
naspooring der wet van opvolging van de magten eener tweeledige Grootheid, en het andere uit de beginselen der
Differentia¨al en Integraal-Rekening met weinig moeite afgeleid kunnen worden.” [1, 27]
9 During the 18th century, most Dutch mathematicians preferred the fluxional approach to the calculus, but
by the end of that century, they opted for the Leibnizian approach, or the limits as used by d’Alembert, and
the Leibnizian symbols became standard. This shift may have been stimulated by the French, who during their
administration decreed the teaching of the textbooks by Lacroix, but it might also be related to the decline of the
fluxional calculus in England. There, the Analytical Society in the 1810s promoted the continental approach to
the calculus [24] because the fluxional calculus had not brought anything new since the 1750s [41, 302].
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De Gelder’s proof for the series expansion of sin x is repeated in a paper by the naval
engineer Obbe S. Bangma (1768–1829), with the difference that he a priori eliminates all
even powers of x , because sin(¡x)D¡sin x [8]. De Gelder’s ideas can also be recognized
in later work by Bangma [9]. They also influenced the work of the engineer Ulrich Huguenin
(1755–1833) [49] and the early work of Rehuel Lobatto (1979–1866) [58; 59; 60] (on
Lobatto, see [73]). In general, De Gelder was hailed for his ability to explain difficult math-
ematics without obscuring the matter by philosophical arguments [4; 65]. Arguments were
considered philosophical if the mathematical concepts involved did not appeal to reality,
such as Lacroix’s definitions of negative numbers [70, 367–369] and Schro¨der’s attempt to
establish a rigorous geometry [14].
Over the years De Gelder’s audience increased, and appreciation for him grew with it. Sev-
eral highly laudatory reviews of his 1823 calculus textbook appeared in respected journals.10
The Belgian mathematician, statistician, and astronomer Adolphe Quetelet (1796–1874)
[41, 385] wrote:
Il est e´crit avec un grande clarte´ et contient, en plusiers endroits, des aperc¸us nouveaux et des de´veloppe-
mens heureux. M. DE GELDER montre surtout de la sagacite´ dans la manie`re dont il le`ve certaines diffi-
culte´s de construction. [64]
De Gelder’s ideas had become quite influential by 1823. Having acquired a university
position in 1819, De Gelder also had students who exported his ideas to a larger audience
(most noteworthy, Adriaan J. Boon [18]).
In the Netherlands there were no serious alternatives to De Gelder’s textbook. Two
textbooks for engineers paid no attention whatsoever to foundational problems [23; 69].
Cauchy does not seem to have been much read: Dutch authors either used the old-fashioned
Leibnizian approach (with no attention to foundational matters) or used De Gelder. In the
1840s, objections were raised to De Gelder’s foundations. In 1844, one of the members of
the Mathematical Society thought De Gelder’s textbook was good in connecting analysis
to algebra, but objected to making 1x equal to zero. Instead, he suggested a peculiar mix
of limits and infinitesimals [21]. Jacob Badon Ghyben (1798–1870) expressed these ideas
in a textbook in 1847 [7].
This, in my opinion, justifies speaking about a Lagrangian school in the Netherlands, at
least from 1806 until the early 1840s. The members of this Lagrangian school were—with
the notable exception of De Gelder—not represented at the universities, but they were to
be found in the learned societies, among engineers and teachers. The university professors
were not really interested in foundational matters. The members of this Lagrangian school,
on the other hand, were practical-minded. They appreciated the Lagrangian approach to
the calculus because of its recognizability: power series were used frequently to estimate
results and the subject was considered a natural extension of elementary algebra. The social
context of the Lagrangian school helps to explain its motives.
SOCIAL CONTEXT
Little teaching of calculus took place in the Netherlands during the 18th century (cf.
[48]), but this situation changed during the first half of the 19th century. In 1815 (following
10 Even 12 years later, in a review of a calculus book for engineering students, the reviewer wrote that he
preferred De Gelder’s approach to the one in the book he was reviewing [3].
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the French example), the faculty of mathematics and physics was established in the Dutch
universities next to the three higher faculties of law, medicine, and theology. From 1815, the
law required that mathematics be taught to all students at the universities and at the Latin
schools. In 1826, a law made more precise stipulations regarding the subjects to be taught and
required all teachers of mathematics to have a university degree. This, however, was the first
and only profession that was reserved for the graduates from the mathematics department.
While the former “higher” faculties all trained students for very specific careers, no real
career opportunities existed for mathematics graduates [71]. The title of “mathematician”
was under no form of protection, and it was used by people varying widely in both social
standing and depth of knowledge [42].
In this society, with a rapidly expanding audience in need of good mathematical text-
books, De Gelder was occupied with teaching and writing books for both students and
secondary school pupils. Since other university mathematicians were chiefly interested in
physics, the foundations of mathematics were studied by people mainly concerned with
education and practical matters. In fact, the aforementioned difference in opinion between
De Gelder and his reviewer over which theorems were foundational and which were not
can be related to their university or engineering background.
Education was taken very seriously at the time. Lagrange’s Fonctions analytiques and
Cauchy’s Calcul infinite´simal had been written for educational purposes. In France as
well as in the Netherlands, a thorough understanding of the matter was the ultimate goal
of teaching; teachers strove for clear and distinct notions (cf. [12]). But in no way did
these teachers resemble the mathematical community that had emerged in France. In the
Netherlands, they were largely practical, middle class people, engineers and the like, who
mostly did not have the status of the teachers at the ´Ecole Polytechnique in Paris. Also, in
France, mathematics had been the most important discipline in the education of engineers
since the 1750s [70], whereas in the Netherlands these changes did not take effect until the
19th century (cf. [51; 10]). Dutch mathematicians welcomed the search for rigor, but for
educational purposes only, and certainly not as part of a philosophical undertaking. They
wanted their mathematics to be visualizable, or abstracted from reality in a very direct and
sensible way (cf. [14]).
Complex functions, for example, were hardly considered in Dutch mathematical liter-
ature. De Gelder had written his 1798 paper precisely to avoid the complex expression
for sin x . Complex numbers were not uncommon (since the 1820s), but they were used
for substitutions, in order to obtain a more convenient kind of series (for example in [57,
55–64]). De Gelder used the complex expression for sin x once in his later work, but from
his computation and his words it is clear that he did not see it as a function, but as a general
algebraic expression for a certain numerical value [35, 478 ff ].
The national identity was considered very important to the new Dutch state shortly after
the establishment of the kingdom in 1813 [54, 105–131].11 This might have increased the
11 The national identity of course meant something different to the Orangist party, which included Belgium in
“the nation,” than to the Romantic group of people who did not. It was, however, important to all upper class
people to express their national identity, as can be illustrated with poetry and geography textbooks, but mainly
with the emergence of national history and the novels about it (most notably by Jacob van Lennep, A. Lastdrager,
and Anna Bosboom Touissaint).
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influence of the Dutch theories by De Gelder, who once said that blindly following foreign
theories would corrupt the national taste [34, X].
CONCLUSION
Lagrange’s foundation of the calculus made a breakthrough to a larger Dutch mathemati-
cal audience when De Gelder published his calculus textbook in 1823. By then, some basic
features had been modified: no theory of complex function was treated or used to calculate
results as Lagrange did, and the derivative was defined using the theory of finite differences.
The breaking away from Lagrangian calculus in the Netherlands went parallel to its
rejection in France, Germany, and England. The mathematicians in these countries had
discovered that there was no basis for the assumption that every function had a convergent
power series expansion at every point in its domain. Dutch mathematicians were aware of
the results in this field, but kept their faith in “more elementary algebraic principles” as a
foundation for the calculus. Not before the early 1840s were serious doubts raised against
De Gelder’s ideas.
Most noteworthy is that the theories developed in Lagrange’s style originated from people
trained outside the universities. De Gelder became their spokesman, and set the scene for
the foundations of mathematics in the Netherlands for the next decades. Dutch cultural and
institutional backgrounds molded the Lagrangian concept of rigor into a Dutch counterpart,
and a national taste for rigor emerged.
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